




　The Possibility of the Installation Art as the Approach against the “Place”:




I made the place itself objectify as a work in work research centering on the installation art by the participation to the 
“place” on which self is put, and its act nature, and I have asked for the possibility of the creative space shared with an audience 
being made. Installation space is space equipment for an audience to perceive the “place”, and it seems that I have the interior 
space and abstracting a “boundary” by it as the feature. In the installation art produced of approach at the “place” as people's 
ecology environment, what deployment method is searched for in order to achieve polarization and to make a site-specific art 
more? While regarding the work research which the writer has tackled from 1991 to 2011, as a precedence practice example 
by this paper towards such a subject and summarizing the topics, I conducted change of the “place” which happens by work of 
the installation art, and analysis of the problem of an audience’s consciousness experience in work space. I thought that I would 
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